
(18) EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

than C; 0 the same as but still nearer to the eve;

whom q and 0 mergo into one outline; the cavity
between the outer and inner walls of j'; ?. hollow

of the tonthdo j entrance to ?i; o superior margin
of the socket, from which i arises. 200 dinnieters.

Fig. 4. The same an fig. 3, but. seen from below, with the

following additional letters: v the same as , but fore-
shortened by the curvature of the tentacle; the in-
Thrior margin of the socket from which the tentacle
arises; ir the broad Hue of attachment of the veil (i).
200 diameters.

Fig. 5. Inferior side of a quarter of figs. S awl 211 of P1.
Mb., principally to show the branching of the ratli

ating canals, the extent of the veil, and the fringes
(a) of the proboscis. 24 diameters.

Fig. U. The fringes of the proboscis of fig. 5 in

profile.
Fig. 7. Cells (c) and lasso-cells (a b) from the upper

surface, of the disk of fig. 9. 500 diauieters.

Fig. 8. The same as d fig. 2 more enlarged. a entrance;
p dorsal side toward the outer veil; profile of the
wall at the dorsal side of the bend; J profile of the
lower side of the curve. 100 diameters.

Fig. 9. View similar to fig. 4, front the same cpliyra as
fig. 2. The letters as in fig. 4 excepting c, which
is the outer 'wall of a very young lobule developing be
tween the larger ones; p cavity or the young lobule
(e); ç groups of lasso-cells. 100 diameters.

Fig. 10. Cellular tissue from the proboscis of an adult
Aurolia, treated with alcohol. 500 diameters.

Fig. 11. The eye and the inunetliate organs, seen obliquely
from the outer end. In addition to the general letter
ing, there is a the entrance to d'; 13 the dorsal side
of the external half of d; profile of the wall at
the bend of c1'; e the wall of d'. 200 diameters.




Fig. 12. The samo as fig. 10, but in a natural state.
500 diameters.

Fig. 13. Similar to fig. 3, but from fig. 5. The figures
1 2 2& 3 refer to the tentacles, from the oldest to
the youngest.. Lettering as in fig. 2, with this difFer
ence, that is seen through the tentacles; 7 where
the outer wall of the tentacles passes into that. of its
neighbor. 100 diameters.

Pig. 14. Profile sectional view of the wails of the hydra
stem of Coryno utirabilis. a the horn-like sheath; b
coils of the outer wall; b' mesoblust. of l; c the same
as b, seen in the distance; d cells of the inner wall;
'd. d brown cells; e the same as d, in the distance.
500 diamot.crs.

Fig. 3.6. A lasso-con from the outer wall of fig. 14.




a the cell 'wall; Ii the straight part. of the thread;
c d c the first, second, and third coils; / aperture of
the cell and base of Ii. 2,000 diameters.

PLATE XII.

PEL.ti;I. CVAXILLA, 1'&?. And LcS.

[Drawn (itiit nature by .1. Durck-hartiq

Fig. I. Proliht, view- natural size.

Fig. 2. View finin below, the mouth nppi"ntlages being
removed, a arms; F' ovaries; e mouth; if
C

Fig. 3. View from above. (I eyes; 1' chiywil.'rous tubes;
e digestive cavity; ii tentacles.

Figs. .1 to 1. Phtinihme and cphiyra of the same.
Fig. .1. Young phunula, set-it in profile.
Fig. 5. Outer plantiln, seen in profile.
Figs. G and 7. Older i,laniiln, seen from above, and in

profile.
Figs. 8 and 9. Passage of time lanttht into (lie ephyra,

in profile fig. 8, and from below fig. 9.

Figs. 10 and 11. Young cphyra, in profile and front
below.

Fig. 12. Older ephyra, from below. c mouth; is eye
specks; a position of the tentacles at. a more advanced

period.
Fig. 13. Magnified rpheromere in connection with the

mouth. a chymik.rous lobes; 1 eve; c mouth.

Figs. 14 and 15. Magnified eyes. a eye proper; F'

ehymiferous tubo of the eye.
Fig. 16. Magnified mouth, still simple and without arms.

PLATES II. and Met.

POLYcL0NIA FUONDOSA, Ay.

(Drawn from naturo by J. Ilurekhnrdt.]

PLATE XIII. Profile view and various structural details

of Polyelonia frondosa.

Fig. 1. Profile view of our Polyclonlit (the Medusa fron-

dosa of Pallas), with the oral appendages drawit UP
under the disk.

Fig. 2. The same, seen from below, diflrcnt parts being

removed in different segments and shown in a differ-

ent condition in each. o o eyes, twelve it, number.

In segments 1 and 2 may be seen the two branches

of one arm with their marginal lobes entire, and
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